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Sweet Dewey-Cayce
The Stray that Found its Way

A message from the author.

Life has a way of chasing you around until it eventually ends up in your lap. Such is a saga I began when a little 
butterscotch boy literally landed at my feet. Left outside to fend for himself, I was the one that fate decided 
should have the experience of being totally entranced and ruled-yes ruled (hence the kingdom title of this little 
book) by this four-legged, inescapable bundle of innate charm. 

Regardless of the fact that I had never been with, owned, or lived with this type of life form; I was nonetheless 
chosen to partake of the experience. Learning to accept the challenge gracefully including the 4 A.M. call to 
breakfast and 9 P.M. lights out; I swiftly got involved in photography so I could capture the essence of the joy I 
felt. I hope you enjoy it too! 
     Cathy



A Letter of Love

Dear Lil Dewey Cayce:

You came into my life like a breeze,

Sprinkled it with your special brand of sweetness-that caressed my heart.

In so many ways you touched my soul…too many to count—

Opening me up to wellsprings of compassion for myself and

all those around me.

I express my heartfelt appreciation for always blessing my soul by your mere presence

and your incredible essence of being.

These sentiments are offered for others to read as an entre into the world of pure grace and hope;

a world that you taught me is simple in its origin and far reaching in its influence.

To all those that journey and seek guidance and learning in this lifetime, 

this story is offered as a reminder and an inspiration to warm your heart.



Introduction

There was throughout the land

This orange fluff ball of the clan

The Sweet Little Kitty of the Kingdom.

Each day the sun would shine

The moon would rise

And The Sweet Little Kitty of the Kingdom

Would show his face to the world at large.

Or not!



Daily Life in the Kingdom

There were times when the advisors

Would seek kitty out

Searching for answers

Searching for clues.

Kitty would keep his advisors close and respond after much studious consideration:

“Keep searching…”



About Work

Wanting to set a good example for all
Kittie kept a watchful eye out for

Any misdeeds or laziness. 

He recommended that everyone
Take part in kingdom activities

Including chores and set a goal to
Be a good example

For others to follow.



About Play

Although all work and no play…

Well ya gotta plan the play –

and that takes a lot of down time.



A whole lot of down time that is –



A dedicated ’lot of down time…



Spiritual Life in the Kingdom – Meditation

Upon his recommendation

All in the kingdom 

Began to meditate…

Dewey – Dewey – Lama Lama (it helps to have a basket).



Meditation can be rather exhausting however.



Trying more Spiritual Practice

Praying is a way to start the day. Me wrapped around my prayer shawl
in sweet repose.



Sometimes you just haveta hide away for a while. If someone  
finds you, then simply pretend that you cannot be seen and 

they will get the hint!

My Sweet lil butterscotch boy!



Contemplation

Is encouraged in the Kingdom and new ideas can pop up anytime.



Staying Connected

Being involved in life means trying very hard to be included.



Life Lessons in the Kingdom

You have to know that there is a time and a place for everything.



The box is either half empty or half full.



On Friendships

Buddies are forever.

Friends watch over friends.



Kingdom Advice for Living Well

Be colorful.

Cathy



And then there are the ducks. . .
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